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Charles Schulz has charmed the hearts of Americans through fifty years of "Peanuts" comic strips. Not everyone knows the life of the man behind the comics. Raised in Minnesota, Schultz was nicknamed "Sparky" as a child and began drawing at an early age. His childhood was filled with the teasing, friends, and comics that later influenced his work. As he grew older he pursued art as a career, learning through correspondence school and submitting his drawings to magazines and papers. Eventually his strip, published as "Peanuts" (although he was not too fond of the title), produced a daily comic that became his career for over fifty years. Even when his health prevented him from working, "Peanuts" continued—and still continues—to be a source of humor, wisdom, and nostalgia for its readers.

*Sparky: The Life and Art of Charles Schulz* is the perfect tribute to the great comic strip artist. The pages are brightly colored, with many of photographs, drawings, and strips of "Peanuts" added into the mix. It is a slim volume, but does an excellent job of representing Schulz's life, especially the stories and aspects that affected the tales of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, and their friends. Readers will enjoy seeing the progression from "Lil' Folks" (the original name for the strip), into the comic that is so familiar and well-known today. Fans of Schulz, both young and old, will enjoy this fun and enlightening biography.
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